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Abstract
Semiconductor laser diodes are important components for various applications such as 5G wireless, datacenter,
passive optical network, and aerospace applications. High reliability has emerged to be the universal requirement
for all optical applications. To achieve high reliability, fundamental understanding of the laser degradation
behavior is crucial. In this paper, we study three cases of gradual degradataion modes of laser diodes including
(1) Pattern-A that is associated with threshold current change only, (2) Pattern-B that involve both threshold
current and power changes, and (3) Pattern-C that is associated with merely power change. We have instituted
reliability equations for the degradation processes. The new reliability models could provide estimation on the
laser end-of-life based on the degradation rate and device performance specification.
Keywords: laser degradation, laser diode, gradual degradation, 5G wireless, mobile network, datacenter,
aerospace
1. Introduction
1.1 General Reliability Requirement of Optical Components
Optical components are critical building blocks for various fiber optic systems. For modern optical networks,
high reliability and excellent performance have become equally important (Nelson, 2017; Huang et al., 2017;
Ichikawa et al., 2010; Hogan, 2019; Paoletti et al., 2009). For the latter, device performance strongly depends on
the requirements of the applications and customers. For reliability, it is universally important across all sectors of
the optical applications. Traditionally, high reliability was mainly focused on areas of expensive or hardly
accessible equipment such as undersea fiber networks, aerospace, and satellite laser terminals (Häusler et al.,
2008; Sawruk, 2020; Huang et al., 2016). Nowadays, high-volume components such as fifth-generation (5G)
wireless and datacom lasers also require high reliability performance (Keith, 2019; Rambo, 2019; Huang et al.,
2017).
1.2 Issues of Laser Reliability
Reliability is ultimately the principal denominator to determine the success of the optical modules and
transceivers. Because of the high reliability requirement, component suppliers need to guarantee the chip
reliability to the ever increasingly stringent level. One of the most challenging reliability issues is to assure
continuous uptime operation for harsh environment. Among the optical components, the laser diode perhaps
presents the most challenges since the laser light source needs to sustain electrical, optical, and thermal stresses.
1.3 Objective of Laser Reliability Design
The laser component represents significant portion of the overall optical module cost. It is crucial to include
reliability considerations at the early development stage of laser design. Although reliability studies have been
widely conducted in industry and academia, very few focused on the aspect of design-in reliability (Huang, 2011;
Huang, 2012; Mohamed et al., 2014). The previous work of design reliability was limited to generic description
or specific device. However, universal reliability models applicable for a broad range of laser components are
lacking.
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In this paper, we present universal reliability models that can describe the degradation behaviors of various laser
devices. We report three categories of degradation behaviors of gradual wear-out laser degradation. With the
new modeling of the laser degradation behaviors, we can more effectively incorporate robust reliability in our
laser design. The analytical models of degradation Pattern A, B and C can also help assess the device
performance and reliability margin for end-of-life.
2. Method
2.1 Semiconductor Laser Device Fabrication
Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the schematics of the buried heterostructure (BH) and ridge waveguide (RWG) laser
structures (Huang et al., 2018; Huang, 2015). The n-type InP, multi-quantum well (MQW), and p-type InP were
grown sequentially by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The MQW materials were InGaAsP
and InGaAlAs for the BH and RWG, respectively. The distributed feedback (DFB) single-mode lasing was
defined by holographic grating. The contact layer was formed with the heavily-doped p+-InGaAs for both BH
and RWG. The wafer was cleaved into laser bars; the bars were deposited with optical coatings to optimize
performance and reliability (Huang et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Schematics of (a) buried heterostructure and (b) ridge waveguide lasers
2.2 Laser Reliability Stresses
The laser chips were stressed by highly accelerated life test (ALT) under constant current and constant
temperature (Huang, 2005; Huang, 2006). For long-cavity BH laser with a cavity length of 1000 mm, the ALT
condition was 100°C, 500 mA. For short-cavity RWG laser (150 mm long), the ALT condition was 110°C, 85
mA. Room temperature (25°C) light vs. current (LI) curves were taken at every 100-hour interval during ALT.
Threshold current (Ith) was derived from the LI curve. Above the Ith, the output power increased with the bias
current due to stimulated emission.
3. Results
3.1 Degradation Pattern A
The BH lasers typically exhibit more pronounced change in the threshold current compared to the RWG (Huang
et al., 2017; Huang, 2015). The first type of BH laser degradation is classified as Pattern A where the laser
exhibits a change in the threshold current, but little or no change in the slope efficiency. Figures 2 (a) and (b)
show the LI change and slope efficiency (SE) change before and after 500-hour life test, respectively. The BH
laser with a cavity length of 1000 mm was subjected to ALT condition of 100°C, 500mA. The degradation of
Pattern A was typically related to the regrowth interface, which was more pronounced in the BH laser (Fukuda et
al., 1985; Fukuda et al., 1994).
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Figure 2. Pattern A degradation taken from the BH laser. (a) LI change and (b) SE change before and after
500-hour ALT stress (after Huang, 2015)
3.2 Degradation Pattern B
The second type of BH laser degradation is Pattern B, featured with changes in both threshold current and slope
efficiency (Huang, 2015). This is arguably the most common failure mode of BH laser degradation. Figure 3(a)
shows the LI curves before and after degradation of a BH laser (1000 mm long). The threshold current increases,
and the output power decreases after 500 hours of ALT at the stress condition of 100°C, 500mA. Figure 3(b)
shows the slope efficiency curves before and after degradation. The degradation of Pattern B was typically
related to the active region and the regrowth interface when the BH laser was subjected to very severe stress
conditions.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Pattern B degradation taken from the BH laser. (a) LI change and (b) SE change before and after
500-hour ALT stress (after Huang, 2015)
3.3 Degradation Pattern C
For short-cavity RWG laser, Pattern C degradation is sometimes observed. The Pattern C degradation exhibits
only a decrease in the slope efficiency, but essentially no change in the threshold current. This type of failure
mode is sometimes referred as “freak failure” (Häusler et al., 2008). A dark line loop along the laser stripe may
be responsible the freak failure. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the LI and SE changes taken from a short-cavity
RWG laser before and after 500-hour ALT, respectively. The RWG laser with a cavity length of 150 mm was
subjected to ALT condition of 110°C, 85 mA.
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(b)

Figure 4. Pattern C degradation taken from the RWG laser. (a) LI change and (b) SE change before and after
500-hour ALT stress
4. Discussion
To further quantify the three degradation modes in the laser design, we institute the analytical model for each
degradation pattern. The reliability model could assist laser engineers in including the reliability aspects during
the design phase. The formulas can provide good estimation on the laser end-of-life based on the degradation
rate and device performance specification.
4.1 Reliability Model of Degradation Pattern A
Here we attempt to formulate the change of threshold current for degradation Pattern A. Assuming that the
change of threshold current is determined by recombination enhanced defect generation (REDG) process
(Häusler et al., 2008; Jiménez, 2003; Hempel et al., 2013; Tomm et al., 2011), the rate of defect generation is
proportional to the non-radiative current, depicted by Equation (1). The Chuang and Lam models are based on
exponential functions that can provide good description of the early stage of degradation (Chuang et al., 1998;
Lam et al., 2003).
ΔIth = Inro {exp[Kthoexp(-Ea/kT) ⋅ t] – 1 }

(1)

Where ΔIth is the change of threshold current, Inro is the non-radiative current, Ktho is the prefactor, Ea is the
activation energy for degradation pattern A, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and t is aging time.
4.2 Reliability Model of Degradation Pattern B
The change of threshold current for Pattern B can be expressed by exponential function as shown in Equation (2)
where Inr1 is the non-radiative current, Kth1 is the prefactor, and Ea1 is the activation energy for degradation
pattern B.
ΔIth = Inr1 {exp[Kth1exp(-Ea1/kT) ⋅ t] – 1 }

(2)

The change of output power can be formulated by exponential function in Equation (3).
ΔP = Po {exp(-t/τ) – 1 }

(3)

Where ΔP is the change of output power, Po is the initial output power, t is the aging time, and τ is the time
constant for power decay (Ott, 1997).
4.3 Reliability Model of Degradation Pattern C
The change of output power for Pattern C can be formulated by exponential function in Equation (4).
ΔP = Po {exp(-t/ τ1) – 1 }

(4)

where ΔP is the change of output power, Po is the initial output power, t is the aging time, and τ1 is the time
constant for power decay.
5. Conclusion
We have studied the gradual degradation characteristics of BH and RWG lasers. For Pattern-A mode, the laser
degradation is manifested by the increase in threshold current that is attributed to the degradation process at the
BH regrowth interface. For Pattern-B, the degradation involves both threshold current and slope efficiency
changes. The Pattern B degradation is typically related to the active region and the regrowth interface. For
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Pattern-C, the degradation is shown by the decrease in output power or slope efficiency. Such degradation
typically occurs at the short-cavity RWG laser where the stress current density is very high.
To further quantify the three degradation modes, we have instituted the analytical model for each degradation
pattern. The reliability model could assist laser engineers in the reliability design-in during the product
development phase. The formulas can provide preliminary estimation on the laser end-of-life based on the
degradation rate and device performance specification. To achieve more accurate end-of-life estimation, future
research is needed to determine the coefficient in the reliability model.
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